
Family Fun Activity #5 
Trees as Habitats for Animals and Plants 
 
Trees are great homes - or habitats - for birds, insects, mammals, amphibians, plants,             

and mushrooms. 

 

If you look around your house, backyard, or neighborhood, you may notice animals living, 

hiding, and eating in trees. 

 

Look at trees in your backyard, or your neighborhood.                                                               

Are there signs of wildlife in them? 

(holes, nests, scat around the tree, nibbles on the bark of the tree?)  

 

Watch a tree for several minutes. 

How many different animals did you find on or in the tree? 

 

Put out some treats (birdseed) for animals hanging on the tree. 

 

Make a flour ‘trap’ to see if animals live on or in the tree. Find a rock, or a flat surface  

near the tree, sprinkle the flour on the flat surface, and then check for footprints  

the next morning. 

 

Materials for this activity: 
For drawing the tree, or taking notes about the tree: paper, pencil, pen, journal or notebook   

For the tree ‘rubbing’: crayon with the ‘wrapper’ paper removed and thin paper 

• Lay your thin paper across the tree bark, then start rubbing your crayon                               

across the paper as you press down on the bark’s surface to make a print,                                

or an impression, of the bark onto the paper. 

 

 

Your Tree 
Pick a tree that grows near where you live. 

Identify the tree. 

Look at its leaves - its bark. 

Make rubbings of the bark. 

 

Draw the tree. Spend time with it – no kidding. 

Feel the bark – is it smooth?  Rough? 

       

What animal, or animals, live in that tree? 

If the tree bears nuts or fruit, who eats them? 



What critters eat the leaves of the tree. 

What critters rest in the tree? or play in and around the tree? 

 

Know all you can about the tree. 

Tape or glue all your collected info into a journal, or a notebook. 

 

So now, when you pass the tree, you’ll know what it is, 

who’s hanging out in the tree, who might be inside the tree,  

who’s eating the leaves and getting nourishment from the tree. 

 

Knowing a tree, having drawn that tree, having touched that tree –  

you’ll want to protect it. 

Care for it. 

Love it. 

 

It’s your tree. 

 

 

Enjoy Nature! 

Be Considerate! 

And Gently Cautious! 
 


